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Web Navigation: Designing the User ExperienceO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Web Navigation: Designing the User Experience offers the first in depth look at designing web site navigation. Author Jennifer Fleming offers design strategies to help you uncover solutions that work for your site and audience.Acclaimed Web design author Lynda Weinman says in the foreword to this book: "Kudos to Fleming...
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Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase Genes in Lipid MetabolismSpringer, 2013

	Obesity and diabetes develop as a complex result of genetic, metabolic and environmental factors and are characterized by increased lipogenesis and lipid accumulation in many tissues. Stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) genes are a critical regulator of lipogenesis and catalyzes the synthesis of monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), mainly oleoyl-...
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Prefrontal Cortex: From Synaptic Plasticity to CognitionSpringer, 2004

	This volume, Prefrontal Cortex: from Synaptic Plasticity to Cognition, is an interdisciplinary approach to characterize the function of the anterior portion of the frontal lobe in rodents and human and non-human primates. The specific topics discussed in the chapters of this volume are purposefully diverse: they range from membrane properties...
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Mastering RedminePackt Publishing, 2013

	Redmine is an open source gem for project management, and this book shows you how to exploit its features to the max. Written as a practical tutorial, it's also the perfect reference guide to have by your side.


	Overview

	
		Use Redmine in the most effective manner and learn to master it.
	...
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Modern Statistical Methods for Astronomy: With R ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Modern astronomical research is beset with a vast range of statistical challenges, ranging from reducing data from megadatasets to characterizing an amazing variety of variable celestial objects or testing astrophysical theory. Linking astronomy to the world of modern statistics, this volume is a unique resource, introducing astronomers to...
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Alkane FunctionalizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Presents state-of-the-art information concerning the syntheses of valuable functionalized organic compounds from alkanes, with a focus on simple, mild, and green catalytic processes

	
		Alkane Functionalization offers a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art of catalytic functionalization of...
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Distributed Operating SystemsPrentice Hall, 1994
 As distributed computer systems become  more pervasive, there is a need for a book that explains how  their operating systems are designed and implemented. This  book, which is a revised and expanded Part II of the best  selling MODERN OPERATING SYSTEMS, fulfills that need. KEY  TOPICS: It covers the material from the original...
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Internationalizing the Internet: The Co-evolution of Influence And Technology (New Horizons in the Economics of Innovation)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005
This compelling book focuses on the global formation of the Internet system. It contests the common belief that the Internet’s adoption was inevitable and instead examines the social and economic processes that allowed to it to prevail over competing standards and methods for achieving a global information infrastructure.  The author...
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Synthetic Fuels Handbook (McGraw-Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Capitalize on the Vast Potential of Alternative                         Energy Sources Such as Fuel Cells and Biofuels
   Synthetic Fuels Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the benefits and trade-offs of numerous alternative fuels, presenting expert analyses of the different properties, processes, and performance...
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Rape Investigation HandbookAcademic Press, 2004
"This book is easy to read and follows a logical progression from the initial call to the courts. Anyone involved in dealing with sexual assault cases in any capacity would benefit from having this book in their library of reference texts." - www.crimeandclues.com     

       An unprecedented collaborative work -- the first...
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Distributed Algorithms (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 1997
In Distributed Algorithms, Nancy Lynch provides a blueprint for designing, implementing, and analyzing distributed algorithms.  She directs her book at a wide audience, including students, programmers, system designers, and researchers.

Distributed Algorithms contains the most significant algorithms and impossibility...
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Molecular Computation Models: Unconventional ApproachesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
With the increasing complexity of software systems and their widespread growth into many aspects of our lives, the need to search for new models, paradigms, and ultimately, technologies, to manage this problem is evident. The way nature solves various problems through processes evolving during billions of years was always an inspiration to many...
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